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PREFACE
This AICPA consulting services practice aid is one in a series devoted to the kinds of consulting services 
most often provided to a CPA’s small business clients. Even though the same services may be provided 
to large-volume clients, practitioners’ experience indicates that providing advice and assistance to small, 
closely held businesses often involves different considerations. Small businesses frequently do not find 
it cost effective to have the breadth of financial and accounting expertise that is present in larger 
businesses. Hence, the nature and depth of the practitioner’s gathering and analysis of data may differ 
when providing services to small and large businesses. Most important, the personal plans, finances, and 
desires of the small business owner may have a significant impact on the current and future operations 
of the business, and the practitioner must take them into consideration.
Small Business Consulting Practice Aids do not purport to include everything a practitioner needs to know 
or do to undertake a specific type of service. Furthermore, engagement circumstances differ, and 
therefore the practitioner’s professional judgment may cause him or her to conclude that an approach 
described in a particular practice aid is inappropriate.
Although these practice aids often deal with aspects of consulting services knowledge in the context of 
a consulting engagement, they are also intended to be useful to practitioners who provide advice on the 
same subjects in the form of a consultation. Consulting services engagements and consultations are 
defined in the Statement on Standards for Consulting Services (SSCS) issued by the AICPA.
For members employed in industry and government, Small Business Consulting Practice Aids contain 
information that may be useful in providing advice and assistance to management.
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65/100 ASSISTING CLIENTS IN CONTROLLING COSTS AND EXPENSES
65/105 INTRODUCTION
.01 Owners and managers of small businesses are naturally concerned about the profitability 
of their companies. When profitability declines, however, many owners and managers lack the 
expertise required to determine the causes and solve the problem. In seeking reasons for the 
decline, they often concentrate solely on the effect of sales or product mix. This narrow focus 
is very common among business owners with a marketing and sales or a technical background. 
Having a sales or product orientation, they tend to ignore the effect of costs and operating 
expenses on profitability.
.02 In some companies, a chief financial officer, controller, or other manager may understand 
how these components affect profitability, but may lack the time to analyze costs and expenses. 
Whether the reason for failing to determine and resolve the problem is lack of expertise or 
time, the result may be that costs and expenses continue to be uncontrolled, leading to further 
declines in profitability and perhaps to losses.
.03 To help a company stem or reverse declining profits, the CPA practitioner can assist it 
in analyzing and controlling costs and expenses. Such an engagement usually involves 
examining the components of costs and operating expenses to determine whether the expenses 
charged to each account are fixed, variable, or semi-variable and whether they are justified. 
The judgment about whether expenses are justified will probably depend on the company’s 
current profitability, its historical data, and industry trends. The information to be reviewed 
is usually readily available, especially if the client relationship is long-standing.
.04 The education, training, and experience of CPA practitioners provide them with the broad 
knowledge required to analyze the relationship of costs and expenses to profitability. In 
engagements involving this analysis, the knowledge and skills of practitioners are often 
complemented by the experience and expertise of owners and managers.
.05 In general, the client can easily implement the practitioner’s recommendations to reduce, 
eliminate, or reallocate costs and expenses. If implemented, the recommendations usually not 
only improve current profitability for the client but also provide a solid basis for growth and 
future profitability.
¶ 65/105.05
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65/110 SCOPE OF THIS PRACTICE AID
.01 The purpose of this practice aid is to assist the practitioner in marketing and conducting 
engagements that involve analyzing a client’s costs and expenses and developing 
recommendations for controlling them. Accordingly, this practice aid provides the practitioner 
with guidance in recognizing opportunities for cost and expense control engagements and in 
promoting the benefits of these engagements to current and prospective clients. The practice 
aid also outlines a methodology for analyzing costs and expenses and developing 
recommendations to control them, and it suggests ways to communicate those recommendations 
to the client. In addition, appendix 65/B provides case studies that describe how practitioners 
apply this methodology to clients in various industries.
.02 This practice aid does not cover the development of formal systems for reporting and 
controlling costs and expenses. Such systems, however, can provide a solid foundation for the 
future growth of the client’s business. The practitioner therefore may wish to consider 
proposing to the client a follow-up engagement to implement these systems.
.03 For purposes of this practice aid, the term costs refers to the amount, measured in money, 
of cash expended, other property transferred, services performed, or a liability incurred in 
return for goods or services received. In general, costs are categorized as direct or indirect and 
include the costs of sales, labor, materials, overhead, and other elements associated with the 
production of goods or services. The term expenses, in its broadest sense, includes all items 
of business outlay that are chargeable against revenue for a specific period. More specifically, 
expenses refers to such items as operating, selling, or administrative expenses, interest, and 
taxes. Expenses are further categorized as fixed, variable, and semi-variable.
65/115 MARKETING THE ENGAGEMENT
.01 The marketing of cost and expense control engagements is like the marketing of other 
types of consulting services engagements in that it requires the practitioner to make current and 
prospective clients aware of the need for and the benefits of these services and of the ability 
of the practitioner to complete the engagement. In one respect, however, the marketing of the 
control engagement differs. As stated earlier, the client may focus on sales or production, not 
on costs and expenses. Consequently, the practitioner needs to allow for this difference in 
developing and executing the plan to market such an engagement.
.02 The techniques that CPA firms use to market cost and expense control engagements may 
involve targeting specific companies or educating the general business community about the 
services. CPA firms can identify specific clients who may need these services by reviewing 
their financial statements at least annually to detect any alarming developments and to compare 
their performance with industry trends and other data. Practitioners may also meet with clients 
periodically to discuss current cost concerns and profitability.
.03 Practitioners can promote the services and their benefits among the general business 
community by publishing articles in newsletters and journals. They can also conduct seminars 
for clients and bankers, lawyers, and other professionals who may be sources of referrals. In
¶ 65/110.01
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addition, they can speak about the services and their benefits to trade groups, civic associations, 
and other organizations. Finally, they can ask satisfied clients to recommend their services to 
others. Through a cost-benefit analysis, the practitioner often can closely estimate the financial 
benefits of implementing recommendations. The practitioner is careful, however, to avoid 
guaranteeing that a cost control engagement will result in reduced expenses and increased 
profitability.
65/120 UNDERSTANDING WITH THE CLIENT
.01 Before reaching an understanding with the client, the practitioner probably will find it 
helpful to conduct a preliminary survey. After determining that the client is acceptable and an 
engagement appropriate, the practitioner outlines the engagement’s objectives and scope in a 
letter. A sample engagement work program checklist is provided in exhibit 65A-1.
Preliminary Survey
.02 The practitioner initially conducts a brief fact-finding survey to better understand the 
client’s needs and expected benefits. The survey also helps the practitioner to determine the 
necessary engagement scope. The time needed to survey an existing client is usually less than 
that required for a prospective client, because the practitioner is already knowledgeable about 
the client’s operations, policies, and other pertinent information.
.03 First, the client and practitioner discuss the company’s business operations, the perceived 
profitability problem, and the expected benefits of the engagement. To learn more about the 
business and the extent of the problem, the practitioner interviews key employees. The practi­
tioner also reviews information provided by the client and available through other services and 
requests any additional data necessary to understand the situation. The information usually 
includes historical financial statements, detailed cost and expense reports, industry data, trend 
reports, and other management data. A sample checklist of pertinent documents is provided 
in exhibit 65A-2.
.04 Based on the preliminary survey, the practitioner concludes either that a client will benefit 
from the cost and expense engagement or that other factors are causing the problem. The 
practitioner recommends that the client proceed with the engagement or consider alternatives.
Engagement Letter
.05 From the information obtained during the preliminary discussion and survey, the 
practitioner determines the acceptability of the client. The practitioner then reaches an 
understanding with the client about the services to be provided, the manner in which they are 
to be rendered, and the cost. The practitioner documents this understanding in an engagement 
letter, which usually includes—
¶ 65/120.05
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65/125
 
•  An introduction describing in general the profitability problem and the services to be 
provided as determined by the preliminary survey.
•  The potential benefits the client can expect from the engagement. The practitioner is 
careful to avoid guaranteeing these benefits.
•  The areas of client operations to be examined in detail. This portion of the letter 
describes how the services will be rendered, explains the methods for providing feedback 
to the client, and identifies the factors critical to the success of the engagement.
•  The deliverables to the client, including the schedule for implementation, if applicable.
•  Identification of client management’s liaison with the CPA firm and other participating 
personnel.
•  The cost of services, including the manner of billing and the terms of payment. The 
practitioner makes clear that the fees are not contingent upon the engagement results.
.06 Several illustrative engagement letters are presented in the case studies in appendix 65/B.
ASSISTING CLIENTS IN CONTROLLING COSTS AND EXPENSES
ENGAGEMENT APPROACH
.01 A cost and expense control engagement involves finding and evaluating cost information 
and reporting recommendations to the client.
Fact-Finding
.02 The practitioner reviews the following information to gain a thorough understanding of 
the client’s business and the extent of the problem.
.03 General company information and background, including descriptions of products, 
company divisions and locations, and the organizational structure and biographies of key 
employees.
.04 Financial information, including historical financial statements, annual statements for the 
past several years, and monthly financials and management reports for the current year.
.05 Accounting system information, including the chart of accounts and accounting policies 
and procedures. The practitioner needs to know the procedures used for determining what is 
charged to each general ledger account. Business owners as well as company personnel 
sometimes do not know the types of expenses charged to each cost or expense account or the 
rationale for these classifications.
.06 Industry information, including background, trends, and financial and statistical data.
1 65/120.06
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.07 Components o f costs and expenses, including—
•  Direct and indirect costs, which may be associated with inventory and material, direct 
labor and related overhead, and other overhead.
•  Operating expenses classified as fixed, variable, or semi-variable. These expenses may 
include salaries, fringe benefits, rent and occupancy, sales and marketing, advertising, 
and general and administrative expenses.
.08 Systems and procedures fo r recording and controlling costs and expenses, including those 
associated with authorization, control, and accounting.
.09 Budgeting process and review. If there is a budget, the practitioner determines how it 
is prepared. The practitioner also needs to know who is responsible for reviewing the actual 
performance against the budget and the process for communicating the results of the review.
Evaluation
.10 To understand the nature of the client’s problem, practitioners carefully analyze the 
information gathered. Practitioners also gain a complete understanding of how the accounting 
systems operate and what costs and expenses are charged to the general ledger accounts. With 
this understanding, they can effectively review and evaluate several items related to the process. 
They review the accounting and operating systems used in the recording of costs and expenses 
to determine their adequacy and the consistency with which costs and expenses are recorded 
to the proper general ledger accounts. If appropriate, practitioners determine what systems 
need to be installed to ensure that costs and expenses are recorded properly and compared with 
budgets. They may also need to decide who will be responsible for making changes in the 
systems or procedures and who will be responsible for monitoring the systems.
.11 Practitioners determine which costs and expenses are fixed, variable, or semi-variable. 
They also consider which expenses or items in an expense category are justified or unnecessary. 
Rent, for example, is a necessary expense, but membership at the local country club may be 
optional. In addition, they consider whether any items of cost or expense can be purchased at 
a lower price. A sample expense analysis worksheet is provided in exhibit 65A-3.
.12 The practitioner assesses whether changes in operations could reduce expenses. It may 
be cost-effective, for example, to use a payroll service bureau rather than have a staff person 
do the payroll.
.13 The practitioner considers whether the client’s use of cash discounts and quantity 
discounts affects profitability. The savings achieved by such discounts need to be in balance 
with the lost opportunity costs that result from using cash. A more detailed discussion of the 
potential uses of cash to increase profitability may be found in MAS Small Business Consulting 
Practice Aid No. 11, Cash Management (New York: AICPA, 1988).
¶ 65/125.13
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Engagement Reporting
.14 The practitioner keeps the client informed of the engagement’s progress through interim 
reports and presents a final report at the conclusion of the project.
.15 Interim  Reports. During the engagement, the practitioner will develop ideas and 
suggestions that need to be considered immediately by the client. These may be communicated 
to the client orally or in writing. The end of each engagement phase is usually an appropriate 
time for such interim communications, because the client’s responses may affect succeeding 
phases. The practitioner summarizes all interim communications in the final report.
.16 Final Report. The final report is normally in written form. The report summarizes the 
background and objectives of the engagement and any information contained in the interim re­
ports. The practitioner also comments on each area of cost or expense for which changes are 
recommended. Along with each recommendation, the practitioner describes the background 
of the problem area reviewed and the reasons for the recommendations, including the potential 
benefit of the change. The practitioner considers incorporating copies of the documents that 
support the conclusions and recommendations.
.17 In the report, the practitioner may wish to offer assistance in implementing and 
monitoring the recommendations. If the client seeks this assistance, the practitioner can 
negotiate an extension of the original engagement or a separate agreement for additional 
services. Other observations about the client’s operations may be included in the report or in 
a separate letter.
¶ 65/125.14
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APPENDIX 65/A
ILLUSTRATIVE FORMS AND CHECKLISTS
Exhibit 65A-1
Sample Engagement Work Program
Responsible
Party Date
1. Engagement and Client Acceptance
Yes No N/A
If a new client, how and why did you accept? 
Are you currently performing an attestation 
function for this client?
Are you currently performing this function 
for this client?
Are you currently performing this function 
for other clients?
Are there other parties involved (CPA, 
attorney, consultants)?
2. Client Understanding
Conduct preliminary survey.
Identify the client needs.
Determine client expectations.
Determine information that is available. 
Detailed financial information. 
Management information.
Business plans.
Industry information.
Other relevant management data. 
Determine client benefit.
Identify possible alternatives in engagement scope. 
Write engagement letter—points to be covered. 
Identify problem.
Outline services to be provided.
Identify potential benefits.
Outline areas to be examined in detail.
Denote method of conveying results.
Specify client liaison.
Agree upon fee structure.
Identify method of payment.
3. Engagement Approach
Conduct Fact-finding.
Analyze company structure.
Organizational chart.
Key employees.Gather financial information.
Historical financial statements (several years).
Monthly financial and management reports (current year). (continued)
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Responsible
Party
Chart of accounts.
Tax information (federal and state).
Identify industry information.
Industry trade groups.
Industry information from other sources.
Gather components of costs and expenses (3 or more years).
Cost of goods—direct.
Cost of goods—indirect.
Overhead expenses—variable.
Overhead expenses—semi-variable.
Discuss systems and procedures of recording costs and expenses. 
Determine budgeting procedures (if any).
Perform Evaluation.
Determine what costs appear out of line.
Do analysis on a cost-per-unit basis.
Do analysis on a cost-per-dollar basis.
Do analysis on a period-cost dollar basis.
Evaluate method of allocating expenses.
Evaluate if cost savings opportunities are possible 
through the changing of operations by —
Combining.
Eliminating.
Separating.
Outsourcing.
Insourcing.
4. Engagement Reporting
Have you provided the engagement letter deliverables by —
Interim reports?
Oral reports.
Written reports.
Final report?
Document results of all discussions with the client. 
Delineate findings.
Document results of final meeting with client.
Did client accept findings?
Indicate implementation targets.
Indicate further actions.
Identify follow-up engagements.
Have you identified a follow-up engagement? 
Have you discussed it with the firm?
Have you discussed it with the client?
Date
65/100-9
Sample Checklist of Pertinent Documents
Responsible
Party
General Company Information
Organizational chart 
List of product lines 
Key personnel 
Locations 
Manufacturing 
Sales and service
Financial and Cost Information
Chart of accounts
Financial statements (interim and year end)
Tax returns (federal and state)
Allocation formulas 
Overhead factors 
Company-wide projections 
Product line projections 
Bill of material information 
Cost components
Standard cost information (i.e., labor cost/unit) 
Industry cost information (i.e., labor cost/unit)
Other Management Information
Exhibit 65A-2
Date
Provided Staff
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CASE STUDIES OF ENGAGEMENTS TO ASSIST A CLIENT IN CONTROLLING COSTS AND 
EXPENSES
The following case studies illustrate the engagement approach described in this practice aid as it was 
applied to fictional clients in various industries.
Financial statement disclosures are not essential to the conduct of the consulting services illustrated 
in these case studies and therefore are not included. For guidance on financial statement disclosures, the 
practitioner may wish to refer to the Statement on Standards for Accounting and Review Services 
(SSARS) No. 1.
APPENDIX 65/B
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Case Study 65B-1
Assisting a Medical Practice in Controlling Costs and Expenses
Background
John Daley, a partner in the firm of Daley and Weeks, CPAs, received a call from Dr. Bob Smiley, 
a potential client, who was referred by his banker. Smiley requested an appointment to discuss the severe 
cash flow problems of his medical practice. Daley and Smiley agreed to meet the next day.
At the meeting, Daley asks Smiley about his background and type of medical practice. He learns 
that Smiley is a general surgeon and a sole practitioner who rents a six-room office suite next to the local 
hospital. He has two full-time clerical employees, a receptionist, and a bookkeeper. Smiley asks Daley 
to help him find ways to increase his revenue and to improve cash flow.
Smiley gives Daley some key expense and income data to help him understand the scope of the 
problem. After a brief review, Daley concludes that, although it may be possible to increase revenues, 
a detailed review of all costs and expenses needs to be undertaken initially. The meeting concludes with 
Daley agreeing to send Smiley a letter describing their engagement understanding (exhibit 65B-1.1).
Fact-Finding and Evaluation
After Smiley signs and returns the letter, Daley schedules a meeting with Mrs. Bright, the 
bookkeeper, for the following week. Before the meeting, Daley requests additional documents to review, 
including tax returns and detailed financial statements for the three preceding years. Daley prepares a 
summary of the three years’ operating statements (exhibit 65B-1.2) to determine any trends and to identify 
areas that need to be discussed at the upcoming meeting. As a result of his review, Daley plans to ask 
Bright several questions and to request other documents.
During the meeting with Bright, Daley reviews the operating procedures for recording costs and 
expenses. In examining several purchase journals, he discovers that a type of expense charged to one 
general ledger account during one period is often charged to a different general ledger account in a 
different period. The bookkeeper explains that occasionally she has the receptionist do the account 
distribution and that they may each charge expenses differently.
During the meeting, Daley also discovers that, in the second half of 199X, Smiley moved from a 
three-room office to a six-room office. He has a five-year lease on the office space with three and 
one-half years remaining. Smiley purchased $50,000 of new equipment and office furnishings when he 
moved, financing the debt over three years.
Smiley has office hours two mornings and one afternoon each week and is at the hospital during 
the rest of the week. When he relocated, Smiley hired a full-time receptionist. Bright was previously 
both bookkeeper and receptionist and as a result was extremely busy.
Smiley subscribes to many major magazines, periodicals, and newspapers for the waiting room. 
Daley also learns that Smiley rarely says no to a request for a donation. In addition, as chief of the 
hospital medical staff, he feels obliged to entertain visiting physicians and prospective new members of 
the hospital medical staff.
65/100-15
Daley asks the bookkeeper for a detailed analysis of charges to the operating expense accounts 
during the last two years. She provides the analysis within a few days. Daley reviews the analysis, the 
detailed operating statements for the last three years, industry statistics including information from the 
American Medical Association and Robert Morris Associates, and financial data from other physician 
client files. He speaks with Dr. Smiley and his bookkeeper several times to clarify certain items and to 
discuss with the doctor several possible alternatives relating to certain expenses.
Conclusions
Daley sends a draft of a letter report with recommendations (exhibit 65B-1.3) and schedules a 
meeting with Smiley and Bright to discuss the report. The primary topic of discussion is a 
recommendation to bring in a physician tenant to share the facilities and pay part of the receptionist’s 
salary. Smiley feels that given the location of his office, his professional standing at the hospital, and 
the influx of physicians to the area, he can lease fifty percent of his space to a physician with a 
compatible practice and office schedule. Daley and Smiley also discuss the other recommendations, and 
Smiley decides to have the recommendations implemented immediately. Daley concludes the meeting 
by setting a time with the bookkeeper to begin implementing the necessary changes.
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Exhibit 65B-1.1
Engagement Letter—Medical Practice
Daley and Weeks, CPAs 
One Main Street 
Anytown, MA 02356
Robert Smiley, M.D.
123 First Street 
Anytown, MA 02356
Dear Dr. Smiley:
We are pleased to submit this letter outlining the terms of our engagement to review the costs and 
operating expenses of your medical practice. The engagement will include an analysis of your firm’s 
current costs and expenses with the objective of controlling and reducing them and increasing profitability 
and cash flow, without any adverse impact on the services you provide.
Our approach to the engagement will be to—
1. Review current systems for recording costs and expenses.
2. Review and analyze in detail the costs and expenses currently being incurred.
3. Determine which costs are necessary to operate your practice.
4. Review alternatives for reducing expenses
5. Present our recommendations in a letter report.
At the conclusion of these activities, we will be prepared to assist your staff in implementing any 
changes.
The involvement of you and your staff is critical to the success of the engagement. Therefore, we 
will need to meet with you and members of your staff several times during the engagement, and we will 
provide ample notice to arrange these meetings.
Our fees are based on the time required by the individuals assigned to this engagement, plus direct 
expenses. Individual rates vary according to the degree of responsibility involved and the skill required. 
We will submit invoices on a monthly basis. We estimate that our fees will approximate $ ________ .
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We appreciate the opportunity to propose this engagement and look forward to working with you 
and your staff. If the foregoing complies with your understanding, please sign one copy of this letter and 
return it to us.
Sincerely,
John Daley
Daley & Weeks, CPAs
Accepted by Date
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Exhibit 65B-1.2
Robert Smiley, M .D., P.C.
Statement of Operations 
For the Years Ended December 31
199W 199X 199Y
Revenues $220,000 $245,000 $270,000
Costs and Operating Expenses
Salary, Dr. Smiley 92,000 98,000 104,000
Salary, bookkeeper 20,000 23,000 26,000
Salary, receptionist - 5,000 21,000
Payroll taxes 6,000 7,800 9,600
Group medical insurance 8,000 9,000 12,000
Rent 10,000 14,000 24,000
Utilities 1,000 2,000 3,000
Office cleaning/maintenance 1,000 2,000 3,000
Insurance 40,000 43,000 46,000
Office supplies 500 2,000 2,500
Auto expense 1,200 4,400 3,800
Postage 900 300 1,700
Contributions 500 2,000 4,000
Dues and subscriptions 1,500 2,500 3,000
Professional fees 4,500 4,800 5,000
Medical supplies 1,400 1,600 1,800
Depreciation 4,000 7,000 12,000
Interest expense 500 2,500 5,000
Other expenses 1,000 1,100 2.600
194,000 232,000 290.000
Net Income (Loss) $ 26,000 $ 13,000 $(20,000)
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Exhibit 65B-1.3
Engagement Report—Medical Practice
Daley and Weeks, CPAs 
One Main Street 
Anytown, MA 02356
April 30, 199Z
Robert Smiley, M.D.
123 First Street 
Anytown, MA 02356
Dear Dr. Smiley:
We have completed our review of your medical practice’s costs and expenses. Our engagement 
included a detailed analysis of the components of each expense category and of the systems used to record 
and monitor these items. Based on our review, we have developed several recommendations, which, if 
implemented, could provide the following benefits:
1. Bring your expenses under better control
2. Justify all expenditures
3. Reduce the practice’s total expenses and increase profitability and cash flow
4. Provide a system for monitoring expenses to prevent a recurrence of poor cash flow
We believe that you can achieve these benefits by implementing the following recommendations. 
With each recommendation are the findings and conclusions on which it is based.
1. Bring in another physician to share your office space and to reimburse you fo r  a portion o f the cost 
o f the receptionist.
The practice’s office space has doubled during the past two years. Consequently, the rent and 
occupancy expenses, including utilities and maintenance, have increased from $12,000 to $30,000. Only 
fifty percent of the office space, however, is being used by you during thirty percent of the week. 
Furthermore, although your bookkeeper has a reasonably full work load, the receptionist is under-utilized. 
The physician whom you bring in as a tenant needs to have a practice and office hours that complement 
yours. The arrangement will allow you to reduce rent and occupancy expenses by approximately $15,000 
to $18,000 and the receptionist’s salary and fringe benefits by $12,000. This recommendation probably 
can be implemented quickly because of the excellent location and the high quality of your facilities, 
including your reception services, as well as your own professional standing at the hospital and the influx 
of physicians into the area.
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2. Restructure the current equipment note to be paid over thirty-six to forty-two months instead o f the 
remaining eighteen months.
Approximately eighteen months ago, you purchased furniture, fixtures, and equipment, and financed 
them over three years. This short-term loan had a negative impact on your cash flow. A more 
reasonable period for financing these acquisitions would have been five years. Although refinancing will 
increase interest expense over the next several years, by delaying repayment of principal, the practice will 
improve cash flow by approximately $12,000 during the next year, the time period about which we are 
most concerned.
3. Reduce the amount spent on newspapers and periodicals fo r  the waiting room by fifty percent.
Your firm presently has numerous newspaper and magazine subscriptions for your patients in the 
waiting room. The number of periodicals is unwarranted even if you bring in a tenant. We recommend 
that you review the list of newspapers and periodicals to decide which will be discontinued when the 
subscription expires and which will be renewed. The objective would be to reduce subscription costs by 
fifty percent.
4. Limit donations to approximately $2,000 fo r  the next twelve months.
This recommendation is based on our review of the list of your donations during the past two years. 
A list of preferred charities and donations needs to be prepared, and requests from organizations not on 
this list need to be declined. In ensuing years, the charities can be rotated or the amounts donated to each 
adjusted.
5. Have procedures prepared to ensure that expenses are charged consistently to the appropriate 
category in the general ledger.
During our review of expenses, we observed that several expenses fluctuated significantly between 
years. Upon further analysis, we discovered that these fluctuations were due to expenses being charged 
to the wrong general ledger expense category. Expenses can sometimes be charged to general ledger 
accounts by specific vendors. Under the telephone account, for example, expenses for local and long­
distance phone calls, the answering service, and paging services could be charged by vendor name 
because any invoice from these vendors will be charged only to the telephone general ledger account.
6. Prepare an annual budget and compare actual results.
Justification for all expenses needs to be part of the budget preparation process. In addition, 
monthly and year-to-date actual results need to be compared to the budget. All material variances 
between actual expenses and budget should be investigated and satisfactorily explained.
We believe that the implementation of these recommendations will not only increase profitability 
and cash flow, but also provide a good foundation for the growth of your practice.
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We would be pleased to assist you and your staff in implementing these recommendations. An 
appropriate follow-up to this engagement would be a review of your firm’s billing and collection system 
to ensure maximum revenues and cash income. We are available to meet with you at your convenience 
to discuss this report further and a follow-up engagement to implement its recommendations.
We thank you and your staff for assisting us during the course of this engagement, and we look 
forward to working with you again.
Sincerely,
Daley and Weeks, CPAs
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Case Study 65B-2
Assisting a Manufacturer in Controlling Costs and Expenses
Background
John Jones, a partner in the CPA firm of Bell & Jones, reviewed the year-end financial statements 
of Heavy Metal, a metal stamping company and long-standing client. During this review, he noted that, 
although sales had increased 10 percent, on average, during the last four years, net income had decreased 
over the last three years. Concerned about the trend, Jones called Steve Smith, the owner of Heavy 
Metal, to discuss the problem. Jones suggested to Smith a review of Heavy Metal’s financial and 
operating data to determine if any areas of the business warranted further fact-finding and evaluation. 
Smith shared Jones’s concern about the financial condition of the business, which was by far his most 
significant asset, and therefore agreed to the review. That day, Jones sent a letter describing their 
engagement understanding (exhibit 65B-2.1) to Smith, who signed and returned it.
Fact-Finding and Evaluation
First, Jones reviewed his audit files on Heavy Metal, including the last five years’ detailed financial 
statements. He learned that the company had not implemented a recommendation that an annual budget 
be prepared. Jones also obtained industry statistics and other information, including financial data, from 
the American Metal Stamping Association to which Heavy Metal belongs. Jones used this information 
to prepare various schedules, including a comparative income statement (exhibit 65B-2.2).
In preparing the income statement, Jones noticed that, despite an average increase in sales of 10 
percent per year, the company’s gross profit declined from 18.24 percent to 8.99 percent over the last 
five years. After further review in this area, Jones learned that—
•  Labor cost as a percentage of sales increased 3.8 percent.
•  Material cost as a percentage of sales increased 6.15 percent.
•  Factory supplies as a percentage of sales remained constant.
•  Overhead as a percentage of sales decreased .75 percent.
In addition, a 4.99 percent increase in administrative expenses as a percentage of sales was due to 
increases in commission expenses and significantly higher interest expenses. Compared with industry 
averages, Heavy Metal’s labor rate was significantly higher, its material cost was approximately the same, 
its factory supply cost was high, and its overhead expenses were quite low. Except for commissions and 
interest, the company’s general and administrative expenses compared favorably.
After performing the financial analysis, Jones met with Smith and other key managers, including 
the sales manager, the purchasing agent, the controller, and the plant manager. After a brief group 
meeting, Jones met with each person separately. Each had a different perception of the problem and the 
solution. According to the sales manager, the sales price on all items was much too high. Lowering 
prices, he believed, would increase sales. The purchasing agent believed that the suppliers were charging 
exorbitant prices for steel. According to the controller, the problem was twofold: the management of the 
production process was poor, and factory expenses were out of control. The plant manager, however,
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asserted that the oil crisis had driven up oil and other factory supply costs, and more people were 
required to produce more.
In his meetings with Smith and the key managers, Jones focused each of the conversations on the 
following items that he had noted in his initial study.
Labor costs. Three years ago, Heavy Metal purchased new sheet feeders and stackers for each 
press. The purchase was expected to reduce labor costs. One person could now operate one or even two 
presses, because the feeding of the material and the stacking of finished goods were automatic. The 
installation was considered a success. Labor costs increased, however, because more highly skilled 
people were required to operate the equipment but older, less skilled workers were still employed. Out 
of loyalty, Sam Brown, the plant manager, kept these older workers around to perform odd jobs rather 
than lay them off, even though they were no longer needed.
M aterial costs. Heavy Metal’s material costs increased at the same rate as they did for others in 
the industry. Heavy Metal, however, was one of the few companies that used three-grade steel, a product 
whose cost had increased at a rate higher than the industry norm. Costs were higher than they needed 
to be because the purchasing agent was still buying material as if Heavy Metal were a job shop with short 
runs. Now, however, Heavy Metal did longer runs. The company could therefore purchase raw material 
in large quantities and thereby reduce its costs.
The costs of factory supplies could also be reduced. Heavy Metal used eighty-five different cartons, 
most of which were special ordered. Only ten to fifteen different boxes would be needed, however, if 
different fillers were used.
Cost allocations. Overhead allocations were based upon the gross margin of the product. All costs 
were allocated equally at a rate that had not been adjusted in three years. In the discussions, Jones 
determined that costs needed to be classified as fixed or variable and allocated according to the machine 
time, not the labor content or the gross margin of the job.
Commissions. Heavy Metal was one of the few firms in the industry that still based compensation 
for the sales force on sale price rather than gross margin. Consequently, the company often rewarded 
salespeople on nonprofitable jobs. As prices increased by an average of 5 percent per year, the costs of 
commissions continued to rise.
Interest expense. Smith always blamed the increases in interest expense on the new equipment he 
had purchased. In his review and discussions, however, Jones learned that the single largest increase in 
interest expense was for financing the three million dollar purchase of a park across the street, which was 
to be used later for expansion. By consulting with industrial engineers, Jones determined that the 
company could expand by 250 percent without this park. Furthermore, two plants would be far more 
efficient than one large plant.
Cost estimates. The estimating-sales quoting system was not integrated with the financial reporting 
system, nor was there a process for evaluating the various cost assumptions and comparing them with the 
actual results. In addition, except for material costs, the basic estimating formula had not been updated 
in the last six years.
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Conclusion
As a result of these discussions, additional meetings were held during the next three weeks, and 
Jones reviewed and analyzed these items in further detail. Based upon his findings, Jones developed 
recommendations, which he included in a draft report (exhibit 65B-2.3) that he sent to Smith and the 
management team. They met to discuss the draft report. Smith agreed to implement the 
recommendations and suggested a meeting with the management team to review the report and initiate 
the necessary changes.
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Exhibit 65B-2.1
Engagement Letter—Manufacturer
Bell & Jones, CPAs 
One Main Street 
Pittsburgh, PA 12347
January 18, 199Z
Mr. Paul Smith, President 
Heavy Metal, Inc.
One Stone Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 12345
Dear Mr. Smith:
I appreciate the time you spent with me today discussing Heavy Metal’s financial situation. As 
discussed, we can assist you in identifying the reasons for Heavy Metal’s decreasing profitability and the 
steps you can take to reverse this trend. As I said at our meeting, we have helped several clients to make 
their businesses more profitable.
This letter outlines the objectives and the terms of the engagement that we agreed to today. The 
objectives of the engagement are to identify reasons for Heavy Metal’s lack of profitability and to 
recommend changes that will improve this situation. As we conduct this engagement, we may identify 
other areas of your company that would benefit from our assistance. If so, we will discuss each area with 
you.
To complete the engagement, we will perform the following activities:
1. Analyze data for the last five years to identify trends and problem areas
2. Interview appropriate personnel about Heavy Metal’s operating procedures and control function to 
determine their adequacy in meeting the company’s current and future needs
3. Compare Heavy Metal’s financial data with that of similar companies
Upon completing these activities, we will summarize our findings and recommendations in a report, 
and we will be available to meet with your staff to discuss implementing the recommendations. At that 
time, we will help develop a detailed outline of the steps required to implement the recommendations, 
as well as an estimate of our fee to assist in the implementation. Our fees for these additional services 
are not included in the following estimate. Fees for the implementation will depend upon the extent of 
your staff’s and our involvement in that phase.
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Our fees for the engagement outlined in this letter are based on the time required by the members 
of our firm assigned to the engagement. Individual hourly rates vary according to the degree of 
responsibility involved and skill required. Our current hourly billing rates are:
• Partner $125-$165
• Manager $ 90-$110
• Staff accountant $ 49-$ 85
• Clerical $ 25-$ 40
At this time, we estimate our fees will range from $10,000 to $15,000, depending on the availability 
of your staff and the accuracy of the information provided to us. As in the past, we will strive to keep 
our fees to a minimum without jeopardizing the success of the engagement. We will issue statements 
monthly for services and costs incurred. Payment is due upon receipt. We require a $5,000 retainer 
before we begin the engagement.
We expect to complete this engagement within four to six weeks, depending on the availability and 
cooperation of your staff.
After you have reviewed this letter, please call me if you wish to discuss the matter in more detail.
I would appreciate confirmation of your understanding and your desire for us to continue assisting 
your firm. To do so, please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter to me in the enclosed self- 
addressed envelope.
Sincerely,
John Jones, CPA
Accepted b y _____________________  Date
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Exhibit 65B-2.3
Engagement Report—Manufacturer
Bell & Jones, CPAs 
One Main Street 
Pittsburgh, PA 12347
April 1, 199Z
Mr. Paul Smith, President 
Heavy Metal, Inc.
One Stone Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 12345
Dear Mr. Smith:
We have completed our engagement to review your firm’s financial and operating data for the last 
five years to determine the causes of the recent decline in income. We have also compared these data 
with industry standards. As a result of our review, we recommend that you implement the following 
changes. Along with our recommendations, we describe the conclusions on which they are based.
1. A new estimating-sales pricing system needs to be implemented.
The system needs to be integrated with your existing financial reporting system to allow you to 
compare a job estimate with the actual result. In addition, all cost variables need to be reviewed and 
updated every three months, or more often if required.
2. The labor force needs to be reduced by twenty-five people.
According to the plant manager, Sam Brown, Heavy Metal has never obtained the labor savings 
expected from the purchase of new feeders and stackers. Out of good will and fairness to long-term 
employees, you have retained unnecessary staff. To survive and remain competitive, Heavy Metal needs 
to cut staff. At present, Heavy Metal’s labor rate is much higher than industry standards. Staff 
reductions would bring it far below the industry average, allowing the company to remain both 
competitive and profitable.
3. The purchasing process needs to be changed.
The existing process—ordering parts for a specific job—is appropriate for a job shop. A more 
suitable process is one that combines the parts needed for several jobs on one order. Such a process will 
achieve economies of scale, which, in turn, will lower your costs as well as allow just-in-time inventory 
control.
4. The number o f box sizes needs to be reduced.
Between ten and twelve standard-size boxes could be used with fillers to pack each part properly. 
This will significantly reduce the cost of cartons and allow more efficient control and use of cartons.
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5. Overhead allocations need to be based on machine time, not labor hours or gross margin.
In addition, these rates need to be reviewed every six months, and they need to reflect the difference 
between fixed and variable costs.
6. The sales commission structure needs to be based on the gross margin produced by the order, not 
sales dollars.
This structure will ensure that sales people will be rewarded for selling profitable jobs, rather than 
for selling unprofitable jobs as often happens now. The cost used to determine the gross profit for 
commission purposes is the standard cost of the items. Consequently, the sales staff will not be penalized 
for errors made during the manufacturing process.
7. The park land needs to be sold immediately.
Interest expense and your current debt are too high. Sale of the park will reduce your current 
interest cost and thereby improve your bottom line.
8. An annual budgeting process needs to be developed and implemented.
The budget will allow you to compare your performance with goals, thereby helping to identify 
problem areas when they first appear rather than after it is too late.
We look forward to the meeting we scheduled for Friday, April 13, 199Z, to discuss our findings 
with the management team and begin the process of assisting them in implementing the above 
recommendations. At that time, we also can discuss the system used to cost each job to ensure that the 
changes implemented are reflected in that system.
If you have any questions before the meeting, please call me.
Sincerely,
John Jones, CPA
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Case Study 65B-3
Assisting a Retail Organization in Controlling Costs and Expenses
Background
John Dewey, a partner in the firm of Dewey, Olive & Green, CPAs, received a telephone call from 
a prospective client, Ty Howard. Ty owns Kirby Shoe Company, which operates three retail shoe stores. 
The company has severe cash flow problems, even though sales have been increasing slightly. The 
profitability of the company has decreased over the last several years.
Ty arranged to meet with John to discuss a few ideas for improving cash flow and increasing 
profits. John asked Ty to bring to the meeting the company’s most current financial statements and 
income tax returns.
At the meeting, John learns about Ty’s educational and business background and the stores’ 
operations. The company has centralized buying, advertising, accounting, and administration for the 
stores, and the costs of these activities are allocated to each store. Ty manages the central organization, 
assisted by a bookkeeper-office manager, a secretary-receptionist, and a clerk responsible for the accounts 
payable, payroll, and personnel functions. Ty handles the training of salespeople and advertising. The 
company takes an inventory every month. A point-of-sale (POS) system is used in each store.
Ty gives John key financial data to review. The most current monthly financial statements are three 
months behind. After a brief review, John concludes that a detailed analysis of merchandise costs and 
operating expenses is needed. The meeting ends with Ty agreeing to the engagement, which John 
documents in a follow-up letter. Exhibit 65B-3.1 provides a sample engagement letter.
Fact-Finding and Evaluation
John schedules a meeting with Mrs. Brown, the company’s bookkeeper, for the following week. 
Before the meeting, John asks for additional documents to review, including detailed financial statements 
for each store for the three preceding years. John prepares a summary of the three-year operating 
statements (exhibits 65B-3.2, 65B-3.3, and 65B-3.4) to determine any trends and to identify areas for 
further investigation or for discussion during the upcoming meeting. As a result of the review, John has 
several questions to discuss with the bookkeeper and identifies other documents to request at the meeting.
During the meeting, John reviews the operating procedures and routines and the method for 
recording costs and expenses. From his meeting with the bookkeeper and his examination of the 
documents provided, John learns the following significant facts about Kirby’s history and operations.
Organization and market area. The three stores have operated for at least five years, and Ty has 
no plans for expansion. The stores are located in three abutting towns within a twenty-mile radius, but 
their primary sales areas do not overlap. The population of the primary sales areas for all three stores 
is approximately 150,000. The company recently remodeled one store without financing the cost of 
$75,000.
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Sales and marketing. The company places most of its advertisements in two large regional 
newspapers whose target population is approximately 2,000,000. The stores accept all major charge 
cards. Most charge-card sales, however, are made through three major cards. In addition, no minimum 
sale amount is required for charge-card sales.
Employee benefits. Group medical insurance costs increased 35 percent last year and 60 percent 
over the last two years. The company pays 100 percent of insurance costs. Ty believes that several 
employees covered by the company’s policy are also covered by their spouses’ medical insurance.
Inventory. The store managers order their inventory through the company’s central inventory and 
purchasing system. Store managers’ compensation is based primarily on sales rather than profitability. 
Consequently, they have no incentive to keep inventory levels low, and the stores carry excess inventory.
John asks the bookkeeper to provide a detailed analysis of the types of expenses charged to each 
operating expense account during the last two years. He reviews the analysis, along with the detailed 
operating statements for the last three years and various industry statistics. During this evaluation, John 
calls Ty and the bookkeeper several times to clarify certain items and to discuss various ideas.
Conclusion
John prepares an engagement report (exhibit 65B-3.5) and schedules a meeting with Ty and the 
bookkeeper to discuss his findings and recommendations. Ty agrees with the recommendations and 
decides that they need to be implemented as soon as possible. John concludes the meeting by arranging 
to meet with the bookkeeper to develop an implementation work plan.
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Exhibit 65B-3.1
Engagement Letter—Retail Organization
Dewey, Olive & Green, CPAs 
One Main Street 
Anytown, MA 02356
July 15, 199Z
Mr. Ty Howard 
Kirby Shoe Company, Inc.
231 First Street 
Anytown, MA 02356
Dear Mr. Howard:
We are pleased to submit this letter outlining the terms of our engagement to review the profitability 
and cash flow of your corporation. As discussed, we believe that a review of costs and expenses will 
determine why profits are down and cash flow has decreased.
The engagement will include an analysis of your firm’s current costs and expenses with the 
objectives of controlling and reducing these costs, increasing profitability, and improving cash flow 
without an adverse impact on customer service.
Our approach to the engagement will be to—
1. Review current and historical financial information.
2. Analyze in detail the costs and expenses currently being incurred for each store and the home 
office.
3. Determine which costs are required for the operations of your company’s stores.
4. Develop alternatives for reducing expenses and increasing cash flow.
5. Recommend actions that will help to achieve the objectives of this engagement.
At the conclusion of these activities, we will be prepared to assist your staff in implementing any 
changes.
During the engagement, we will require several meetings with you and your staff. We will provide 
ample notice in setting up these meetings. The involvement of you and your staff is critical to the success 
of the engagement.
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Our fees are based on the time required by our employees to complete this engagement, plus direct 
expenses. Our employees’ rates vary according to the degree of responsibility involved and the skill 
required. We estimate that our fee will be $ ________  and we will submit invoices on a monthly basis.
We appreciate the opportunity to propose this engagement, and we look forward to working with 
you and your staff. If the foregoing complies with your understanding, please sign and return one copy 
of this letter to us.
Sincerely,
Dewey, Olive and Green, CPAs
Accepted by Date
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Sales
Costs of sales
Gross profit
Operating expenses 
Salaries, wages, and benefits 
Rent and occupancy 
Advertising and promotion 
Other direct store expenses 
General and administrative 
Depreciation 
Interest
Total operating expenses 
Net income (loss) before taxes 
Federal and state income taxes
Exhibit 65B-3.2
Kirby Shoe Company, Inc. 
Statement of Operations 
For the Years Ended December 31
199W 199X 199Y
$1,080,000 $1,150,000 $1,230,000
630.000 670.000 720.000
450.000 480.000 510.000
230,000 240,000 260,000
40,000 43,000 47,000
40,000 50,000 70,000
42,000 50,000 53,000
40,000 42,000 44,000
20,000 30,000 40,000
- - 1,000
412.000 455.000 515.000
38,000 25,000 ( 5,000)
8.000 5.000 _
$ 30.000 $ 20.000 $ ( 5,000)Net income (loss)
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Exhibit 65B-3.3
Kirby Shoe Company, Inc.
Balance Sheets 
Years Ended December 31
Assets
Current assets
199W 199X 199Y
Cash $115,000 $128,000 $ 30,000
Accounts receivable 15,000 17,000 20,000
Inventories 325,000 350,000 400,000
Other current assets 5,000 5,000 5,000
460,000 500,000 455,000
Property, fixtures, and equipment 200,000 220,000 320,000
Less accumulated depreciation 110,000 140,000 180,000
90.000 80.000 140.000
Total Assets $550,000 $580,000 $595,000
Liabilities
Current liabilities
Accounts payable $100,000 $110,000 $120,000
Notes payable, demand - - 10,000
Other liabilities 10,000 10,000 10,000
Total liabilities 110,000 120,000 140,000
Stockholders’ equity
Common stock 20,000 20,000 20,000
Retained earnings 420,000 440,000 435,000
Total stockholders’ equity 440,000 460,000 455,000
Total liabilities and
stockholders’ equity $550,000 $580,000 $595,000
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Exhibit 65B-3.4
Kirby Shoe Company, Inc. 
Details of Operating Expenses 
For the Years Ended December 31
199W 199X 199Y
Salaries, Wages, and Fringe Benefits 
Salaries 
Payroll taxes 
Group medical insurance
$188,000
17,000
25,000
$190,000
20,000
30,000
$200,000
20,000
40,000
$230,000 $240,000 $260,000
Advertising and Promotion 
Newspaper advertising—regional 
Newspaper advertising—local 
Sales promotion
$ 22,000 
12,000 
6,000
$ 30,000 
13,000 
7,000
$ 48,000 
14,000 
8,000
$ 40, 00 $ 50,000 $ 70,000
Other Direct Store Expenses 
Store supplies 
Credit card discounts 
Other expenses
$ 10,000 
30,000 
2,000
$ 11,000 
37,000 
2,000
$ 12,000 
39,000 
2 ,000
$ 42.000 $ 50,000 $ 53,000
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Exhibit 65B-3.5
Engagement Report—Retail Organization
Dewey, Olive & Green, CPAs 
One Main Street 
Anytown, MA 02356
August 15, 199Z
Mr. Ty Howard 
Kirby Shoe Company, Inc.
231 First Street 
Anytown, MA 02356
Dear Mr. Howard:
We have completed our engagement to review and analyze the financial and operational information 
of Kirby Shoe Company. We have met with your staff to identify the reasons for the company’s profit 
and cash flow problems and the steps that you can take to resolve them. Based upon our study, we 
recommend that Kirby Shoe Company make changes in the following areas.
Inventory control. Despite a centralized purchasing system and a central warehouse, the stores 
often have more inventory than necessary compared with industry standards. One reason for this high 
level is that the store managers overstock items to avoid running out. We recommend that the stock 
levels of each store be examined carefully and that the stores daily communicate their re-stocking needs 
to the central office warehouse. Each store consequently will have adequate stock that can be replenished 
as needed. Inventory levels will decrease along with the cost of maintaining excess inventory. Sales 
losses due to lack of stock will be minimal and more than offset by the reduction in inventory costs.
Advertising costs. Currently, Kirby’s main form of advertising is newspaper advertisements placed 
in large, metropolitan area newspapers. Over the last two years, the cost of these ads has averaged more 
than $55,000. We suggest that you place ads only in local newspapers or in the regional section of the 
metropolitan papers. This change may cut your advertising costs by $25,000 per year without reducing 
sales. Our reasoning is that 92 percent of your customers, according to your in-store survey, live in the 
area covered by the regional section and the local newspapers. We suggest that you work with an 
advertising agency to better focus your advertising campaign.
Capital expenditures. The recent expenditure of $75,000 to remodel store number two produced 
a significant cash flow problem because it was not financed. We recommend that you request from your 
bank a $60,000 loan to be repaid over at least thirty-six months. This loan will replace the working 
capital used to finance the remodeling. We recommend further that in the future you finance at least 
eighty percent of the costs before remodeling.
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Credit cards and checks. During the last three years, the number of customers using credit cards 
has increased significantly. Charge sales by card type are as follows:
In addition, 78 percent of charge sales are for purchases above ten dollars and 22 percent are for 
purchases below ten dollars. We suggest that you discontinue accepting Diners Club and American 
Express. Sales will not be adversely affected if you discontinue accepting these cards. These two cards 
generate a small amount of sales, but their costs are high for the following reasons:
1. Since your volume is low, both cards require you to pay a flat monthly charge. Last month, these 
charges were higher than the sales made on these cards.
2. Both cards require you to mail a request for reimbursement and to wait fifteen to twenty days 
before receiving cash.
3. These two companies charge you 5 percent of the sale, which is twice the amount charged by the 
other companies.
In addition, because the minimum cost of processing a charge sale is one dollar, we suggest that 
you implement a policy that requires charge-card sales to be above ten dollars.
Bad debts on checks have increased significantly over the last two years. Currently, 27 percent of 
the checks you receive are bad. We therefore suggest that you use a service such as Tel-a-Check. The 
service will ensure 100 percent collection on checks. The cost will be less than the amount of bad debts 
you have incurred, excluding the time and effort that your staff expends attempting to collect bad checks.
Insurance costs. Over the last three years, the cost of employee health insurance has increased 
substantially. Employees of most of your competitors, however, share the cost of their insurance by 
contributing a minimum of 15 percent to 20 percent. We suggest that you begin to have employees 
contribute 15 percent of their health insurance costs. In addition, we suggest that you meet with your 
insurance advisors to determine whether a different policy would be beneficial.
We would be pleased to assist you and your staff in implementing these recommendations. We are 
available to meet with you to discuss this report at your convenience.
•  VISA/Mastercard
•  Discover
•  Diners Club
•  American Express
60%
35%
3%
2%
Sincerely,
John Dewey, CPA
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